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Abstract
Bipartite networks are currently regarded as providing amajor insight into the organization ofmany
real-world systems, unveiling themechanisms driving the interactions occurring between distinct
groups of nodes. One of themost important issues encounteredwhenmodeling bipartite networks is
devising away to obtain a (monopartite) projection on the layer of interest, which preserves asmuch
as possible the information encoded into the original bipartite structure. In the present paper we
propose an algorithm to obtain statistically-validated projections of bipartite networks, according to
which any twonodes sharing a statistically-signiﬁcant number of neighbors are linked. Since assessing
the statistical signiﬁcance of nodes similarity requires a proper statistical benchmark, herewe consider
a set of four nullmodels, deﬁnedwithin the exponential randomgraph framework. Our algorithm
outputs amatrix of link-speciﬁc p-values, fromwhich a validated projection is straightforwardly
obtainable, upon running amultiple hypothesis testing procedure. Finally, we test ourmethod on an
economic network (i.e. the countries-productsWorld TradeWeb representation) and a social
network (i.e.MovieLens, collecting the users’ ratings of a list ofmovies). In both cases non-trivial
communities are detected: while projecting theWorld TradeWeb on the countries layer reveals
modules of similarly-industrialized nations, projecting it on the products layer allows communities
characterized by an increasing level of complexity to be detected; in the second case, projecting
MovieLens on theﬁlms layer allows clusters ofmovies whose afﬁnity cannot be fully accounted for by
genre similarity to be individuated.
1. Introduction
Many real-world systems, ranging frombiological to socio-economic ones, are bipartite in nature, being deﬁned
by interactions occurring between pairs of distinct groups of nodes (be they authorships, attendances,
afﬁliations, etc) [1, 2]. This is the reasonwhy bipartite networks are ubiquitous tools, employed inmany
different research areas to gain insight into themechanisms driving the organization of the aforementioned
complex systems.
One of the issues encounteredwhenmodeling bipartite networks is obtaining a (monopartite) projection
over the layer of interest while preserving asmuch as possible the information encoded into the original bipartite
structure. This problembecomes particularly relevant when, e.g. a directmeasurement of the relationships
occurring between nodes belonging to the same layer is impractical (as gathering data on friendshipwithin social
networks [3]).
The simplest way of inferring the presence of otherwise unaccessible connections is linking any two nodes,
belonging to the same layer, as long as they share at least one neighbor: however, this often results in a very dense
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networkwhose topological structure is almost trivial. A solutionwhich has been proposed prescribes to retain
the information on the number of commonneighbors, i.e. to project a bipartite network into aweighted
monopartite network [3]. This prescription, however, causes the nodes with larger degree in the original
bipartite network to have, in turn, larger strengths in the projection, thusmasking the genuine statistical
relevance of the induced connections.Moreover, such a prescription lets spurious clusters of nodes emerge (e.g.
cliques induced by the presence of—even—a single node connected to all nodes on the opposite layer).
In order to face this problem, algorithms to retain only the signiﬁcantweights have been proposed [3].Many
of them are based on a thresholding procedure, amajor drawback of which lies in the arbitrariness of the chosen
threshold [4–6]. Amore statistically-grounded algorithmprescribes to calculate the statistical signiﬁcance of the
projectedweights according to a properly-deﬁned nullmodel [7]; the latter, however, encodes relatively little
information on the original bipartite structure, thus beingmore suited to analyze nativelymonopartite
networks. A similar-in-spirit approach aims at extracting the backbone of aweighted,monopartite projection by
calculating itsminimum spanning tree and provides a recipe for community detection by calculating the
minimum spanning forest [8, 9]. However, the lack of a comparisonwith a benchmarkmakes it difﬁcult to asses
the statistical relevance of its outcome.
The approaches discussed so far represents attempts to validate a projection a posteriori. A different class of
methods, on the other hand, focuses on projecting a statistically validated network by estimating the tendency of
any two nodes belonging to the same layer to share a given portion of neighbors. All approaches deﬁne a
similaritymeasurewhich either ranges between 0 and 1 [10, 11] or follows a probability distribution onwhich a
p-value can be computed [12–14].While in the ﬁrst case the application of an arbitrary threshold is still
unavoidable, in the second case prescriptions rooted in traditional statistics can be applied.
In order to overcome the limitations of currently-available algorithms, we propose a generalmethodwhich
rests upon the very intuitive idea that any two nodes belonging to the same layer of a bipartite network should be
linked in the correspondingmonopartite projection if, and only if, signiﬁcantly similar. To stress that our
benchmark is deﬁned by constraints which are satisﬁed on average, wewill refer to ourmethod as to a grand
canonical algorithm for obtaining a statistically-validated projection of any binary, undirected, bipartite
network. Amicrocanonical projectionmethod has been deﬁned aswell [15]which, however, suffers from a
number of limitations imputable to its nature of purely numerical algorithm [3].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In themethods section, our approach is described:ﬁrst, we
introduce a quantity tomeasure the similarity of any two nodes belonging to the same layer; then, we derive the
probability distribution of this quantity according to four bipartite nullmodels, deﬁnedwithin the exponential
randomgraph (ERG) formalism [16]. Subsequently, for any two nodes, we quantify the statistical signiﬁcance of
their similarity and, upon running amultiple hypothesis test, we link them if recognized as signiﬁcantly similar.
In the results sectionwe employ ourmethod to obtain a projection of two different data sets: the countries-
productsWorld TradeWeb and the users-moviesMovieLens network. Finally, in the discussions sectionwe
comment our results.
2.Methods
Abipartite, undirected, binary network is completely deﬁned by its biadjacencymatrix, i.e. a rectangularmatrix
Mwhose dimensions will be indicated as N NR C´ , withNR being the number of nodes in the top layer (i.e. the
number of rows ofM) andNC being the number of nodes in the bottom layer (i.e. the number of columns ofM).
M sums up the structure of the corresponding bipartitematrix:m 1rc = if node r (belonging to the top layer) and
node c (belonging to the bottom layer) are linked, otherwisem 0rc = . Links connecting nodes belonging to the
same layer are not allowed.
In order to obtain a (layer-speciﬁc)monopartite projection of a given bipartite network, a criterion for
linking the considered pairs of nodes is needed. Schematically, our grand canonical algorithmworks as follows:
A. choose a speciﬁc pair of nodes belonging to the layer of interest, say r and r ¢, andmeasure their similarity;
B. quantify the statistical signiﬁcance of themeasured similarity with respect to a properly-deﬁned nullmodel,
by computing the corresponding p-value;
C. link nodes r and r ¢ if, and only if, the related p-value is statistically signiﬁcant;
* repeat the steps above for every pair of nodes.
Wewill nowdescribe each step of our algorithm in detail.
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2.1.Measuring nodes similarity
Theﬁrst step of our algorithmprescribes tomeasure the degree of similarity of nodes r and r ¢. A straightforward
approach is counting the number of commonneighborsVrr¢ shared by nodes r and r ¢. By adopting the
formalismproposed in [16], ourmeasure of similarity is provided by the number of bi-cliques K1,2 [17], also
known asV-motifs [16]:
V m m V , 2.1rr
c
N
rc r c
c
N
rr
c
1 1
C Cå å= =¢
=
¢
=
¢ ( )
wherewe have adopted the deﬁnitionV m m
rr
c
rc r cº¢ ¢ for the singleV-motif deﬁned by nodes r and r ¢ and node c
belonging to the opposite layer (see ﬁgure 1 for a pictorial representation). From the deﬁnition, it is apparent
thatV 1rr
c =¢ if, and only if, both r and r ¢ share the (common)neighbor c.
Notice that naïvely projecting a bipartite network corresponds to considering themonopartitematrix
deﬁned as VVrr rr
naive =¢ ¢ whose densely connected structure, described by VRrr rrnaive = Q¢ ¢[ ], is characterized by an
almost trivial topology.
2.2.Quantifying the statistical signiﬁcance of nodes similarity
The second step of our algorithmprescribes to quantify the statistical signiﬁcance of the similarity of our nodes r
and r ¢. To this aim, a benchmark is needed: a natural choice leads to adopt the ERG class of null-models
[16, 18–22].
Within the ERG framework, the generic bipartite networkM is assigned an exponential probability
P M
Z
e H C M,= q
q-

 
( )
( )
( ( ))
, whose value is determined by the vector C M

( ) of topological constraints [18]. In order to
determine the unknownparameters q, the likelihood-maximization recipe can be adopted: given an observed
biadjacencymatrixM*, it translates into solving the systemof equations C P C CM M MM *qá ñ = å =
   
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
which prescribes to equate the ensemble averages C qá ñ ( ) to their observed counterparts, C M* ( ) [19].
Two of the nullmodels we have considered in the present paper are known as the bipartite random
graph (BiRG)model and the bipartite conﬁgurationmodel (BiCM) [16]; the other ones are the two ‘partial’
conﬁgurationmodels BiPCMr and BiPCMc : the four nullmodels are deﬁned, respectively, by constraining the
total number of links, the degrees of nodes belonging to both layers and the degrees of nodes belonging to one
layer only (see appendix for the analytical deﬁnitions).
The use of linear constraints allows us towrite P M( ) in a factorized form, i.e. as the product of pair-speciﬁc
probability coefﬁcients
P p pM 1 2.2
r
N
c
N
rc
m
rc
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1 1
1
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the numerical value of the generic coefﬁcient prc being determined by the likelihood-maximization condition
(see appendix). As an example, in the case of BiRG, p p r c, ,rc
L
N NBiRG R C
= = "· with L being the total number of
links in the actual bipartite network.
Since ERGmodels with linear constraints treat links as independent randomvariables, the presence of each
Vrr
c
¢ can be regarded as the outcome of a Bernoulli trial:
f V p p1 , 2.3rr
c
rc r cBer = =¢ ¢( ) ( )
f V p p0 1 . 2.4rr
c
rc r cBer = = -¢ ¢( ) ( )
Figure 1.Pictorial representation of theVrr
c
¢motif used to deﬁne our nodes similaritymeasure V m m Vrr c
N
rc r c c
N
rr
c
1 1
C C= å = å¢ = ¢ = ¢.
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It follows that, once r and r ¢ are chosen, the events describing the presence of theNC singleVrrc ¢motifs are
independent random experiments: this, in turn, implies that eachVrr¢ is nothing else than a sumof independent
Bernoulli trials, each one described by a different probability coefﬁcient.
The distribution describing the behavior of eachVrr¢ turns out to be the so-called Poisson–Binomial [23, 24].
More explicitly, the probability of observing zeroV-motifs between r and r ¢ (or, equivalently, the probability for
nodes r and r ¢ of sharing zero neighbors) reads
f V p p0 1 , 2.5rr
c
N
rc r cPB
1
C= = -¢
=
¢( ) ( ) ( )
the probability of observing only oneV-motif reads
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etc. In general, the probability of observing nV-motifs can be expressed as a sumof N
n
C( ) addenda, running on
the n-tuples of considered nodes (in this particular case, the ones belonging to the bottom layer). Upon
indicatingwithCn all possible nodes n-tuples, this probability reads
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(notice that the second product runs over the complement set ofCn).
Measuring the statistical signiﬁcance of the similarity of nodes r and r ¢ thus translates into calculating a p-
value on the aforementioned Poisson–Binomial distribution, i.e. the probability of observing a number ofV-
motifs greater than, or equal to, the observed one (whichwill be indicated asVrr*¢):
p V f Vvalue . 2.8rr
V V
rrPB
rr rr
*
*
å=¢ ¢
¢ ¢
‐ ( ) ( ) ( )
Upon repeating such a procedure for each pair of nodes, we obtain an N NR R´ matrix of p-values (see also
the appendix). In order to speed up the numerical computation of p-values, a Python code has beenmade
publicly available by the authors4.
As a ﬁnal remark, notice that this approach describes a one-tail statistical test, where nodes are considered as
signiﬁcantly similar if, and only if, the observed number of shared neighbors is ‘sufﬁciently large’. In principle,
our algorithm can be also used to carry out the reverse validation, linking any twonodes if the observed number
of shared neighbors is ‘sufﬁciently small’: this second type of validation can be performedwhenever interested in
highlighting the ‘dissimilarity’ between nodes.
2.3. Validating the projection
In order to understandwhich p-values are signiﬁcant, it is necessary to adopt a statistical procedure accounting
for testingmultiple hypotheses at a time.
In the present paperwe apply the so-called false discovery rate (FDR) procedure [25].WheneverM different
hypotheses, H H... M1 , characterized byM different p-values,must be tested at a time, FDRprescribes to,ﬁrst,
sort theMp-values in increasing order, p pvalue ... valueM1  ‐ ‐ and, then, to identify the largest integer iˆ
satisfying the condition
p
i t
M
value 2.9i ‐
ˆ
( )ˆ
with t representing the usual single-test signiﬁcance level (e.g. t=0.05 or t=0.01). The third step of the FDR
procedure prescribes to reject all the hypotheses whose p-value is less than, or equal to, p valuei‐ ˆ, i.e.
p pvalue ... valuei1  ‐ ‐ ˆ. Notably, FDR allows one to control for the expected number of false ‘discoveries’ (i.e.
incorrectly-rejected null hypotheses), irrespectively of the independence of the hypotheses tested (our
hypotheses, for example, are not independent, since each observed link affects the similarity of several pairs of
nodes).
In our case, the FDRprescription translates into adopting the threshold i t N
2
R( )ˆ which corresponds to the
largest p valuei‐ ˆ satisfying the condition
4
Python code for computing p-values under the nullmodels discussed in the paper: https://github.com/tsakim/bicm.
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p
i t
value 2.10i N
2
R
 ( )‐
ˆ
( )ˆ
(with i indexing the sorted N
2
R( )p‐value Vrr¢( ) coefﬁcients) and considering as signiﬁcantly similar only those
pairs of nodes r, r ¢whose p V pvalue valuerr i* ¢‐ ( ) ‐ ˆ. In other words, every couple of nodes whose corresponding
p-value is validated by the FDR is joined by a binary, undirected link in our projection. Inwhat follows, we have
used a single-test signiﬁcance level of t=0.01.
Summing up, the recipe for obtaining a statistically-validated projection of the bipartite networkM by
running the FDR criterion requires that R 1rr
nm =¢ if, and only if, p V pvalue valuerr i¢‐ ( ) ‐ ˆ, according to null
model nm used.Notice that the validation process naturally circumvents the problemof spurious clustering (see
also appendix).
The aforementioned approaches providing an algorithm to project a validated network differ in theway the
issue of comparingmultiple hypotheses is dealt with.While in some approaches this step is simplymissing and
each test is carried out independently from the other ones [3, 14], in others the Bonferroni correction is
employed [12, 13]. Both solutions are affected by drawbacks.
The former algorithms, in fact, overestimate the number of incorrectly rejectednull hypotheses (i.e. of
incorrectly validated links). A simple argument can, indeed, be provided: the probability that, by chance, at least
one, out ofM hypotheses, is incorrectly rejected (i.e. that at least one link is incorrectly validated) is
tFWER 1 1 M= - -( ) which is FWER 1 for justM=100 tests conducted at the signiﬁcance level
of t= 0.05.
The latter algorithms, on the other hand, adopt a criterion deemed as severely overestimating the number of
incorrectly retained null hypotheses (i.e. of incorrectly discarded links) [25]. Indeed, if the stricter condition
FWER 0.05= is now imposed, the threshold p-value can be derived as p t Mvalue 0.05th = ‐ which rapidly
vanishes asM grows. As a consequence, very sparse (if not empty) projections are often obtained.
Naturally, decidingwhich test ismore suited for the problem at hand depends on the importance assigned to
false positive and false negatives. As a rule of thumb, the Bonferroni correction can be deemed as appropriate
when few tests, out of a small number ofmultiple comparisons, are expected to be signiﬁcant (i.e. when even a
single false positive would be problematic). On the contrary, whenmany tests, out of a large number ofmultiple
comparisons, are expected to be signiﬁcant (as in the case of socio-economic networks), using the Bonferroni
correctionmay, in turn, produce a too large number of false negatives, an undesired consequence of whichmay
be the impairment of, e.g. a recommendation system.
As a ﬁnal remark, we stress that an a priori selection of the number of validated links is not necessarily
compatible with the existence of a level t of statistical signiﬁcance ensuring that the FDRprocedure still holds. As
an example, let us supposewe retain only the ﬁrst k p-values; the FDRwould then require the following
inequalities to be satisﬁed: p kt Mvaluek ‐ and p k t Mvalue 1k 1 > ++‐ ( ) . This, in turn, would imply
p k p kvalue value 1k k 1< ++‐ ‐ ( ). The aforementioned condition, however, can be easily violated by imaging a
pair of subsequent p-values close enough to each other (e.g. p value 0.0393 =‐ and p value 0.0404 =‐ ).
2.4. Testing the projection algorithm
2.4.1. Community detection
In order to test the performance of ourmethod, the Louvain algorithmhas been run on the validated projections
of the real networks considered for the present analysis [26]. Since Louvain algorithm is known to be order-
dependent [27, 28], we consideredN outcomes of the former, each one obtained by randomly reshufﬂing the
order of nodes taken as input (N being the network size), and chose the one providing themaximumvalue of the
modularity. This procedure can be shown to enhance the detection of partitions characterized by a higher value
of themodularity itself (a parallelized Python version of the reshufﬂed Louvainmethod is available at the public
repository5).
3. Results
3.1.World tradeweb
Let us now test our validation procedure on the ﬁrst data set considered for the present analysis: theWorld Trade
Web. In the present paperwe consider theCOMTRADEdatabase (using theHS 2007 code revision), spanning
the years 1995–20106. After a data-cleaning procedure operated by BACI [29] and a thresholding procedure
induced by the RCA (formore details, see [30]), we end upwith a bipartite network characterized byNR= 146
5
https://github.com/tsakim/Shufﬂed_Louvain
6
http://comtrade.un.org/
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countries andNC= 1131 classes of products, whose generic entrym 1rc = indicates that country r exports
product c above the RCA threshold.
Countries layer. Figure 2 shows three different projections of theWTW.Theﬁrst panel shows a pictorial
representation of theWTWtopology in the year 2000, uponnaïvely projecting it (i.e. by joining any two nodes if
at least one neighbor is shared, thus obtaining amatrix VRrr rr
naive = Q¢ ¢[ ]). The high density of links (which
oscillates between 0.93 and 0.95 throughout the period covered by the data set) causes the network to be
characterized by trivial values of structural quantities (e.g. all nodes have a clustering coefﬁcient very close to 1).
The second panel ofﬁgure 2 represents the projected adjacencymatrix using the BiRG as a nullmodel. In this
case, the only parameter deﬁning our referencemodel is p 0.13L
N NBiRG R C
= · . As a consequence, p prc BiRG=
for every pair of nodes and formula (2.7) simpliﬁes to the binomial
Figure 2. From top to bottom, pictorial representation of the validated projections of theWTW in the year 2000 (ones are indicated as
black dots, zeros aswhite dots): naïve projection Rrr
naive
¢ , BiRG-induced projection andBiCM-induced projection. Rows and columns
of eachmatrix have been reordered according to the same criterion.
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The projection provided by the BiRG individuates a unique connected component of countries (notice that
the two blocks at bottom-right and top-left of the panel are linked through off-diagonal connections) beside
many disconnected vertices (the bigwhite block in the center of thematrix). Interestingly, the latter represent
countries whose economy heavily rests upon the presence of raw-materials (see also ﬁgure 3), in turn causing
each export basket to be focused around the available country-speciﬁc natural resources. As a consequence, the
similarity between these countries is not signiﬁcant enough to allow the corresponding links to pass the
validation procedure. In otherwords, the BiRG-induced projection is able to distinguish between two extreme
levels of economic development, thus providing ameaningful, yet too rough,ﬁlter.
On the other hand, the BiCM-induced projection (shown in the third panel ofﬁgure 2), allows for a deﬁnite
structure of clusters to emerge. The economicmeaning of the detected diagonal blocks can bemade explicit by
running the Louvain algorithmon the projected network. Asﬁgure 3 shows, our algorithm reveals a partition
into communities enclosing countries characterized by similar economic development [31]. In particular, we
recognize the ‘advanced’ economies (EU countries, USA and Japan—whose export basket is practically
constituted by all products [8, 30, 32–36]), the ‘developing’ economies (as centro-american countries and south-
eastern countries as China, India, Asian Tigers, etc, for which the textilemanufacturing represents themost
important sector) and countries whose export heavily rests upon raw-materials like oil (Russia, Saudi Arabia,
Libya, Algeria, etc), tropical agricultural food (south-american and centro-african countries), etc. An additional
group of countries whose export is based upon sea-food is constituted byAustralia, NewZealand, Chile and
Argentina, which happen to be detected as a community on its own in partitions with comparable values of
modularity.
Our algorithm is also able to highlight the structural changes that have affected theWTWtopology across the
temporal period considered for the present analysis. Figure 4 shows two snapshots of theWTW, referring to the
years 2000 and 2008.While in 2000 EU countries were split into two differentmodules, with the north-european
countries (as Germany, UK, France) grouped together withUSA and Japan and the south-eastern european
countries constituting a separate cluster, this is no longer true in 2008. Furthermore, the structural role played by
single nodes is also pointed out. As an example, Austria and Japan emerge as two of the countries with highest
betweenness, indicating their role of bridges respectively betweenwestern and eastern european countries and
western and easternworld countries. A second example is provided byGermany, whose star-like pattern of
connections clearly indicates its prominent role in the global trade.
The block diagonal structure of the BiCM-induced adjacencymatrix reﬂects another interesting pattern of
theworld economy self-organization: the detected communities appear to be linked in a hierarchical fashion,
with the ‘developing’ economies seemingly constituting an intermediate layer between the ‘advanced’
economies and those countries whose export heavily rests upon raw-materials. Interestingly, such amesoscopic
organization persists across all years of our data set, shedding new light on theWTWevolution.
Figure 3.Application of Louvainmethod to the BiCM-induced projection of theWTW in the year 2000. The identiﬁed communities
can be interpreted as representing: ‘advanced’ economies (EU countries, USA and Japan, whose export basket practically includes
all products); ‘developing’ economies (centro-american countries and south-eastern countries as China, India, Asian Tigers, etc,
for which the textilemanufacturing represents themost important sector); countries whose export heavily rests upon raw-materials
like oil (Russia, Saudi Arabia, Libya, Algeria, etc), tropical agricultural food (south-american and centro-african countries), etc.
Australia, NewZealand, Chile andArgentina (whose export is based upon sea-food) happen to be detected as a community on its own.
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As shown inﬁgure 5, the results obtained by running the BiPCMr (deﬁned by constraining only the degrees
of countries) are, although less detailed, compatible with the ones obtained by running the BiCM. In this case,
the BiPCMr constitutes an approximation to the BiCM, providing a computationally faster, yet equally accurate,
alternative to it. On the other hand, the BiPCMc induces a projectionwhich is close to the BiRGone, thus adding
little informationwith respect to the latter.
Products layer.While the BiCMprovides an informative benchmark to infer the presence of signiﬁcant
connections between countries, this is not the case when focusing on products. For this reason, we consider the
BiPCMc , i.e. the nullmodel deﬁned by constraining only the products degrees: ﬁgure 6 shows the
BiPCMc-induced projection of theWTWon the layer of products
7. Several communities appear, the larger ones
beingmachinery, transportation, chemicals, electronics, textiles and live animals (a partition that seems to be
stable across time).
The detected communities seem to be organized into twomacro-groups: ‘high-complexity’ products (on the
left of theﬁgure), includingmachinery, chemicals, advanced electronics, etc and ‘low-complexity’ products (on
the right of theﬁgure), including live animals, wooden products, textiles, basic electronics, etc. Thismacroscopic
Figure 4.Evolution of the topological structure of theWTW in 2000 (left panel) and 2008 (right panel).Mesoscopic patterns of self-
organization emerge: the detected communities appear to be linked in a hierarchical fashion, with the ‘developing’ economies
seemingly constituting an intermediate layer between ‘advanced’ economies and countries whose export heavily rests upon raw-
materials (same colors as inﬁgure 3). Besides, the ‘structural’ role played by single nodes appear: as an example, Germany is always
characterized by a star-like pattern of connections which clearly indicates its prominent role in the world economy.
Figure 5.Application of Louvainmethod to the BiPCMr-induced projection of theWTW in the year 2000, deﬁned by the constraints
represented by the countries degrees only.Mesoscopic patterns similar to the ones revealed by the BiCMemerge, thus suggesting the
BiPCMr as a computationally faster, yet equally accurate, alternative to the BiCM.
7
‘Cow’ byNook Fulloption; ‘Fish’ by Iconic; ‘Excavator’ byKokota; ‘Light bulb’ byHopkins; ‘Milk’ byArtemKovyazin; ‘Curved Pipe’ by
Oliviu Stoian; ‘Tractor’ by Iconic; ‘Recycle’ byAgus Purwanto; ‘Experiment’ byMade byMade; ‘Accumulator’ byAleksandr Vector;
‘WashingMachine’ by TomasKnopp; ‘Metal’ by LeifMichelsen; ‘Screw’ byCreaticcaCreative Agency; ‘Tram’ byGleb Khorunzhiy;
‘Turbine’ by Luigi Di Capua; ‘Tire’ byRediffusion; ‘Ball Of Yarn’ byDenis Sazhin; ‘Fabric’ byOliviu Stoian; ‘Shoe’ byGiuditta Valentina
Gentile; ‘Clothing’ byMarvdrock; ‘Candies’ byCreativeMania; ‘WoodPlank’ byCono StudioMilano; ‘WoodLogs’ byAliceNoir from the
NounProject. All icons are under theCC licence.
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separation reﬂects the level of economic development of the countries trading these products. Asﬁgure 7
clariﬁes, the ‘advanced’ economies focus their trading activity on products characterized by high complexity,
while ‘developing’ economies are preferentially active on low-complexity products [30, 35, 36]. A simple
topological index captures this tendency: I
mr c rc  
 = å åÎ Î∣ ∣∣ ∣ , i.e. the link density between groups of nodes
and  , indicating one of the aforementioned communities of countries and one of the aforementioned
communities of products, respectively. For example, as evident upon inspecting ﬁgure 7, ‘advanced’ economies
(left panel) and ‘developing’ economies (right panel) are active on different clusters of products: while the
trading activity of the former ismainly constituted by, e.g. chemicals andmachinery, the lattermainly trade
textiles, wooden products, etc. Amore in-depth analysis of the grand canonical projection of theWorld Trade
Web can be found in [37].
Figure 6.Application of Louvainmethod to the BiPCMc-induced projection of theWTW in the year 2000, deﬁned by constraining
the products degrees only. The identiﬁed larger communities represent: fabrics, yarn, etc; clothes, shoes, etc; wooden
products; live animals; basic electronics; chemicals; machinery; advanced electronics (all icons are available on http://
thenounproject.com/—see also footnote 7).
Figure 7. BiPCMc-induced projection of theWTW in the year 2000, with colors indicating the intensity of trade activity of ‘advanced’
economies (left panel) and ‘developing’ economies (right panel) over the products communities shown inﬁgure 6.While the former
mainly focus on high-complexity products (as chemicals,machinery, etc), the lattermainly focus on low-complexity products (as
textiles, wooden products, etc) [30, 35, 36].
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3.2.MovieLens
Let us now consider the second data set:MovieLens 100 k.MovieLens is a project byGroupLens [38], a research
lab at theUniversity ofMinnesota. Data (collected from19th September 1997 through 22ndApril 1998) consist
of 105 ratings—from1 to 5—given byNC= 943 users toNR= 1559 differentmovies
8; information about the
movies (date of release and genre) and about the users (age, gender, occupation andUS zip code) is also
provided.We binarize the dataset by settingm 1rc = if user c ratedmovie r at least 3, providing a favorable
recension.
Inwhat followswewill be interested into projecting this network on the layer ofmovies. Figure 8 shows the
three projections already discussed for theWTW.As for the latter, VRrr rr
naive = Q¢ ¢[ ] is still a very dense network,
whose connectance amounts to 0.58. Similarly, the projection induced by the BiRGprovides a rather rough
Figure 8. From top to bottom, pictorial representation of the validated projections ofMovieLens (ones are indicated as black dots,
zeros as white dots): naïve projection Rrr
naive
¢ , BiRG-induced projection andBiCM-induced projection. Rows and columns of each
matrix have been reordered according to the same criterion.
8
http://movielens.org/
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ﬁlter, producing a unique large connected component, towhich only themost popularmovies (i.e. the ones with
a large degree in the original bipartite network) belong.
While both the naïve and the BiRG-induced projections only allow for a trivially-partitioned structure to be
observed, this is not the case for the BiCM. By running the Louvain algorithm, we found a very composite
community structure (characterized by amodularity ofQ 0.58 ), pictorially represented by the diagonal
blocks visible in the third panel ofﬁgure 8. The BiCM further reﬁnes the results found by the BiRG, allowing for
the internal structure of the blocks to emerge: in our dicussion, wewill focus on the bottom-right block, which
shows the richest internal organization.
Figure 9 shows the detected communities within the aforementioned block, beside the genres (provided
togetherwith the data)9: action, Adventure, Animation, Childrenʼs, Comedy, Crime,Documentary, Drama,
Fantasy,Horror,Musical,Mystery, Noir, Romance, Sci-Fi, Thriller,War, western10. Since some genres are quite
generic and, thus, appropriate for severalmovies (e.g. Adventure, Comedy andDrama), our clusters are often
better described by ‘combinations’ of genres, capturing the users’ tastes to a larger extent: the detected
Figure 9.Result of the application of Louvainmethod to the BiCM-induced projection of theMovieLens data set. Since some genres
are quite generic, our clusters are often better described by ‘combinations’ of genres (readable on the radar-plots beside them)
capturing users’ tastes to a larger extent: movies released in 1996; ‘family’movies; movieswithmarked horror traits; ‘cult
mass’movies; independent and foreignmovies; movies inspired to books or theatrical plays; ‘classic’Hollywoodmovies (all
icons are available on http://thenounproject.com/—see also footnote 9).
9
‘DeLorean’ byAaronHumphreys; ‘DarthVader’ by JakeDunham; ‘Castle’ byOlly Banham; ‘Movie Star’ byNikita Kozin; ‘Books on a
Shelf’ by LucasGlenn; ‘Shark’ byRandomhero; ‘Mask’ byGorkaCestao; ‘ZombieHand’ byValery; ‘ArmyHelmet’ byHenry Ryder; ‘Family’
by abeldb, from theNounProject. All icons are under the CC licence.
10
Everymovie is assigned an array of 17 entries, representing the aforementioned genres. Each entry can be either zero or one, depending if
thatmovie is considered as belonging to that genre or not (the number of ones in the vector can vary from1 to amaximumof 6, if the selected
ﬁlm falls under several genres).
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communities, in fact, partition the set ofmovies quite sharply, once appropriate combinations of genres are
considered.
As an example, the orange block on the left side of ourmatrix is composed bymovies released in 1996 (i.e.
the year before the survey). Remarkably, our projection algorithm is able to capture the peculiar ‘similarity’ of
thesemovies, not trivially related to the genres towhich they are ascribed to (that are quite heterogeneous:
Action, Comedy, Fantasy, Thriller, Sci-Fi) but to the curiosity of users towards the yearly new releases.
Proceeding clockwise, the violet block next to the orange one is composed bymovies classiﬁed as Animation,
Childrenʼs, Fantasy andMusical (e.g. ‘Mrs.Doubtﬁre’, ‘TheAddams Family’, ‘FreeWilly’, ‘Cinderella’, ‘Snow
White’). In otherwords, we are detecting the so-called ‘familymovies’, amore comprehensive deﬁnition
accounting for all elements described by the single genres above.
The next purple block is composed by genres Action, Adventure, Horror, Sci-Fi andThriller: examples are
provided by ‘Stargate’, ‘JudgeDredd’, ‘Dracula’, ‘The Evil Dead’. This community enclosesmovies withmarked
horror traits, including titles far from ‘mainstream’movies. This is themain difference with respect to the
following blue block: although characterized by similar genres (butwithCrime replacingHorror andThriller)
movies belonging to it aremore popular: ‘cultmass’movies, in fact, can be found here. Examples are provided by
‘Braveheart’, ‘Blade Runner’ and sagas as ‘StarWars’ and ‘Indiana Jones’.
The following two blocks represent nichemovies forUS users. Themodule inmagenta is, in fact, composed
by foreignmovies (mostly European—French, German, Italian, English—which usually combine elements
fromComedy and elements fromDrama), as well asUS independent ﬁlms (as titles by Jim Jarmush); the yellow
module, on the other hand, is composed bymovies inspired by books or theatrical plays and documentaries.
The last, cyan block is composed bymovies which are considered as ‘classic’Hollywoodmovies (because of
the presence of either iconic actors ormaster directors): examples are provided by ‘Casablanca’, ‘BenHur’, ‘Taxi
Driver’, ‘Vertigo’ (and allmovies directed byHitchcock), ‘Manhattan’, ‘AnnieHall’.
As in theWTWcase, running the BiPCMr (deﬁned by constraining only the degrees ofmovies) leads us to
obtain a coarse-grained (i.e. still informative, although less detailed) version of the aforementioned results. Only
threemacro-groups ofmovies are, in fact, detected: ‘authorial’movies (as ‘classic’Hollywoodmovies,
Hitchcockʼs, Kubrickʼs, Spielbergʼsmovies), recentmainstream ‘blockbusters’ (as ‘Star Trek’, ‘StarWars’,
‘Indiana Jones’, ‘Batman’ sagas) and independent/nichemovies (as Spike Leeʼs and Europeanmovies).
As a ﬁnal remark, we point out that projecting on the users layer with the BiCM indeed allows several
communities to be detected.However, interestingly enough, none of them seems to be accurately described by
the provided indicators (age, gender, occupation andUS zip code), thus suggesting that users tastes are
correlatedwith hidden (sociometric) variables yet to be individuated.
4.Discussion
Projecting a bipartite network on one of its layers poses a number of problems forwhich several solutions have
been proposed so far [3, 8–10, 12–14, 32], differing from each other in theway the information encoded into the
bipartite structure is dealt with.
The present paper proposes an algorithm that prescribes to,ﬁrst, quantify the similarity of any two nodes
belonging to the layer of interest and, then, link them if, and only if, this value is found to be statistically
signiﬁcant. The links constituting themonopartite projection are, thus, inferred from the co-occurrences
observed in the original bipartite network, by comparing themwith a proper statistical benchmark.
Since the nullmodels considered for the present analysis retain a different amount of information, the
induced projections are characterized by a different level of detail. In particular, the BiRG represents a very
roughﬁlter which employs the same probability distribution to validate the similarity between any two nodes,
thereby preferentially connecting nodeswith large degree than nodeswith small degree. By enforcing stronger
constraints (increasing the amount of retained information), stricter benchmarkmodels are obtained.
The two partial conﬁgurationmodels constitute the simplest examples of benchmarks retaining also the
information on the nodes degrees. However, it should be noticed that the twoBiPCMs performquite differently.
In fact, the BiPCMconstraining the degrees of the opposite layer we are interested inﬁnding a projection of,
provides an homogeneous benchmark aswell (i.e. the same Poisson–Binomial distribution for all pairs of nodes
—see also the appendix), whence the expected little difference with respect to the BiRGperformance; on the
other hand, the BiPCMconstraining the degrees of nodes belonging to the same layer we are interested inﬁnding
a projection of, provides a performancewhich is halfway between the BiRGone and the BiCMone. The reason
lies in the fact that a (Binomial) pair-speciﬁc distribution is now induced by the constraints, i.e. a benchmark
properly taking into account the heterogeneity of the considered nodes. As shown in the results section, this
often allows one to obtain an accurate enough approximation to the BiCM, i.e. the nullmodel constraining the
whole degree sequence.
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As also suggested in [3], the use of a benchmarkwhich ensures that the heterogeneity of all nodes is correctly
accounted for is recommended: in other words, any suitable nullmodel for projecting a network on a given layer
should (at least) constrain the degree sequence of the same layer. The use of partial nullmodels is allowed in case
of constraints redundancy, e.g. when node degrees are well described by theirmean (as indicated by the
coefﬁcient of variation, for example—see also the appendix): in cases like these, specifying thewhole degree
sequence is actually unnecessary.
As a ﬁnal remark, we explicitly notice that implementing the BiCMcan be computationally demanding: this
is the reasonwhy several approximations to the Poisson–Binomial distribution have been proposed so far.
However, the applicability of each approximation is limited and, whenever employed toﬁnd the projection of a
real, bipartite network, theymay even fail to a large extent (see the appendix).With the aimof speeding up the
numerical computation of the p-values induced by any of the nullmodels discussed in the paper—while
retaining the exact expression of the corresponding distributions—a Python code has beenmade publicly
available by the authors at [25].
Remarkably, ourmethod can be extended in a variety of directions, e.g. to analyze directed andweighted
bipartite networks, and generalized to account for co-occurrences betweenmore than two nodes, a study that
constitutes the subject of futurework.
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AppendixA. ThePoisson–Binomial distribution
The Poisson–Binomial distribution is the generalization of the usual Binomial distributionwhen the single
Bernoulli trials are characterized by different probabilities.
More formally, let us considerNBernoulli trials, each one described by a randomvariable x i N, 1 ...i = ,
characterized by a probability of success equal to f x p1i iBer = =( ) : the randomvariable described by the
Poisson–Binomial distribution is the sum X xi i= å . Notice that if all pi are equal the Poisson–Binomial
distribution reduces to the usual Binomial distribution.
Since every event is supposed to be independent, the expectation value ofX is simply
X p A.1
i
N
i
1
å má ñ = =
=
( )
and higher-ordermoments read
p p p p p1 , 1 1 2 , A.2
i
N
i i
i
N
i i i
2
1
3
1
å ås g s= - = - -
=
-
=
( ) ( )( ) ( )
where 2s is the variance and γ is the skewness.
In theproblemat hand,we are interested in calculating theprobability of observing anumberofV-motifs larger
than themeasuredone, i.e. thep-value corresponding to the observedoccurrence ofV-motifs. This translates into
requiring theknowledgeof the survival distribution function (SDF) for thePoisson–Binomial distribution, i.e.
S X f XX XPB PB* *= å( ) ( ). Reference [39]proposes a fast andprecise algorithm to compute thePoisson–Binomial
distribution,which is basedon the characteristic functionof thePoisson–Binomial distribution. Let uswill brieﬂy
review themain steps of the algorithm in [39]. Ifwehave observed exactlyX* successes, then
p X S X f X p pvalue 1 , A.3
X X X X
N
C c C
c
c C
cPB PB
X i X
i
j X
j
* *
* *
å å å  = = = -
= Î Ï
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥⎥‐ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where summing overCXmeans summing over each set ofX-tuples of integers.
The problem lies in calculatingCX. In order to avoid to explicitly consider all the possible ways of extracting a
number ofX integers from a given set, let us consider the Iinverse discrete Fourier transformof f XPB ( ), i.e.
f X e , A.4l
X
N
Xl
0
PB
iåc = w
=
( ) ( )
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with
N
2
1
w = p+ . By comparing lc with the inverse discrete Fourier transformof the characteristic function of
fPB, it is possible to prove (see [39] formore details) that the real and the imaginary part of lc can be easily
computed in terms of the coefﬁcients pi i
N
1={ } , which are the data of our problem:more speciﬁcally, if
z l p p l p li1 cos sini i i iw w= - + +( ) ( ) ( ( )), it is possible to prove that
z lRe e cos arg , A.5l
z l
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i
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∣ ( ) ∣
where z larg i[ ( )] is the principal value of the argument of zi(l) and z li∣ ( )∣ represents itsmodulus. Once all terms
of the discrete Fourier transformof lc (i.e. the coefﬁcients f XPB ( )) have been derived, S XPB ( ) can be easily
calculated. To the best of our knowledge, the approach proposed by [39]does not suffer from the numerical
instabilities which, instead, affect [40].
Appendix B. Approximations of the Poisson–Binomial distribution
Binomial approximation.Whenever the probability coefﬁcients of theNBernoulli trials coincide (i.e. p pi = as
in the case of the BiRG—see later), each pair-speciﬁc Poisson–Binomial distribution reduces to the usual
Binomial distribution. Notice that, in this case, all distributions coincide since the parameter is the same.
However, the Binomial approximationmay also be employedwhenever the distribution of the probabilities
of the single Bernoulli trials is not too broad (i.e. 0.5s m < ): in this case, all events can be assigned the same
probability coefﬁcient p , coincidingwith their average p
N
= m . In this case,
S X S X p N; , , B.1PB Bin=( ) ( ) ( )
where S X p N; ,Bin ( ) is the SDF for the random variableX following a Binomial distributionwith parameter p .
Whenever the aforementioned set of probability coefﬁcients can be partitioned into homogeneous subsets
(i.e. subsets of coefﬁcients assuming the same value), the Poisson–Binomial distribution can be computed as the
distribution of a sumof Binomial random variables [13]. Such an algorithm is particularly useful when the
number of subsets is not too large, a conditionwhich translates into requiring that the heterogeneity of the
degree sequences is not too high.However, when considering real networks this is often not the case and
different approximationsmay bemore appropriate.
Poissonian approximation.According to the error provided by LeCamʼs theorem (stating that
f X f X p2X
N
i
N
i0 PB Poiss 1
2å - < å= =∣ ( ) ( )∣ ), Poisson approximation is known towork satisfactorily whenever the
expected number of successes is small. In this case
S X S X , B.2PB Poiss( ) ( ) ( )
where the considered Poisson distribution is deﬁned by the parameterμ [39].
Gaussian approximation.TheGaussian approximation consists in considering
S X S
X 0.5
, B.3PB Gauss
m
s
+ - ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( )
whereμ andσ have been deﬁned in (A.1) and (A.2). The value 0.5 represents the continuity correction [39].
Since theGaussian approximation is based upon the central limit theorem, it works in a complementary regime
with respect to the Poissonian approximation:more precisely, when the expected number of successes is large.
Skewness-corrected Gaussian approximation.Based on the results of [41, 42], theGaussian approximation of
the Poisson–Binomial distribution can be further reﬁned by introducing a correction based on the value of the
skewness. Upon deﬁning
G x S x
x
f x
1
6
, B.4Gauss
2
Gaussgº - -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where f xGauss ( ) is the probability density functionof the standardnormal distribution andγ is deﬁnedby (A.2), then
S X G
X 0.5
. B.5PB
m
s
+ - ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( )
The reﬁnement described by formula (B.4) provides better results than theGaussian approximationwhen
the number of events is small.
However, upon comparing theWTWprojection (at the level t= 0.01, for the year 2000) obtained by running
the skewness-correctedGaussian approximationwith the projection based on the full Poisson–Binomial
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distribution, we found that 20% of the statistically-signiﬁcant links are lost in theGaussian-based validated
projection. The limitations of theGaussian approximations are discussed in further detail in [42, 43].
AppendixC.Nullmodels
C.1. BiRGmodel
The BiRGmodel is the randomgraphmodel solved for bipartite networks. Thismodel is deﬁned by a probability
coefﬁcient for any two nodes, belonging to different layers, to connect which is equal for all pairs of nodes.More
speciﬁcally, p L
N NBiRG R C
= · , where L mrN cN rc1 1R C= å å= = is the observed number of links andNR andNC indicate,
respectively, the number of rows and columns of our network. Since all probability coefﬁcients are equal, the
probability of a singleV-motif (deﬁned by the pair of nodes r and r ¢ belonging to the same layer and node c
belonging to the second one) reads
p V p . C.1rr
c
BiRG
2=¢( ) ( )
Thus, the probability distribution of the number ofV-motifs shared by nodes r and r ¢ is simply a Binomial
distribution deﬁned by a probability coefﬁcient equal to pBiRG
2 :
f V n
N
n
p p1 . C.2rr
C n N n
Bin BiRG
2
BiRG
2 C= = -¢ -⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
C.2. Bipartite conﬁgurationmodel
The BiCM [16], represents the bipartite version of the conﬁgurationmodel [18–20]. The BiCM is deﬁned by two
degree sequences. Thus, ourHamiltonian is
H C k hM, , C.3
r
N
r r
c
N
c c
1 1
R Cå åq a b= +
= =
 
( ( )) ( )
where k mr c
N
rc1
C= å = and h mc rN rc1R= å = are the degrees of nodes on the top and bottom layer, respectively; ra
and cb , instead, are the Lagrangianmultipliers associatedwith the constraints.
The probability of the genericmatrixM thus reads
P
Z
M
e
, C.4
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where Z q( ) is the grand canonical partition function. It is possible to show that
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is the probability for a link between nodes r and c to exist.
In order to estimate the values for xr and yc, let usmaximize the probability of observing the givenmatrixM*,
i.e. the likelihood function P Mln * = ( ) [19]. It is thus possible to derive the Lagrangianmultipliers xr rN 1R={ }
and yc c
N
1
C={ } by solving
k k
x y
x y
h h
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r c
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where kr r
N
1
R* ={ } , hc cN 1C* ={ } are the observed degree sequences.
C.3. Bipartite partial conﬁgurationmodels
Dealingwith bipartite networks allows us to explore two ‘partial’ versions of the BiCM (hereafter BiPCM),
deﬁned by constraining the degree sequences of, say, the top and bottom layer separately. Let us start with the
nullmodel BiPCMr , deﬁned by the followingHamiltonian:
H C kM, , C.8
r
N
r r
1
Råq a=
=
 
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where k m r,r c
N
rc1
C= å "= are the degrees of nodes on the top layer. Although the probability of the generic
matrixM still reads
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upon ‘switching off’ themultipliers c c
N
1
Cb ={ } the coefﬁcient prcnow assumes the form
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Notice that the BiCMprobability coefﬁcients in (C.6) exactly reduce to the ones in (C.10)whenever the
degrees of all nodes belonging to the bottom layer coincide (i.e. h h c,c º " ). However, BiPCMr provides an
accurate approximation to the BiCMevenwhen the values hc c
N
1
C={ } are characterized by a reduced degree of
heterogeneity (e.g. as signaled by a coefﬁcient of variation c s m 0.5v = < , withm and s being, respectively, the
mean and the standard deviation of the bottom layer degrees).
In order to estimate the values for xr, let usmaximize the likelihood function P Mln * = ( ) again [19]. It is
thus possible to derive the Lagrangianmultipliers xr r
N
1
R={ } :
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Notice that, in this case,
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i.e. eachV-motif deﬁned by r and r ¢ has the same probability, independently from c. This, in turn, implies that
the probability distribution of the number ofV-motifs shared by nodes r and r ¢ is again a Binomial distribution
deﬁned as
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Let us nowmove to considering the second partial nullmodel, BiPCMc , deﬁned by theHamiltonian
H C hM, , C.14
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where h m c,c r
N
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R= å "= are the degrees of nodes on the bottom layer. The probability of the genericmatrixM
still factorizes, with the coefﬁcient prc assuming the form
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as for the previously-considered BiPCM, the BiCMprobability coefﬁcients in (C.6) exactly reduce to the ones in
(C.15)whenever the degrees of all nodes belonging to the top layer coincide (i.e. k k r,r º " ). Again, when the
values kr r
N
1
R={ } are characterized by a reduced degree of heterogeneity, BiPCMc provides an accurate
approximation to the BiCM.
The Lagrangianmultipliers yc c
N
1
C={ } are again straightforwardly estimated as
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In this case, eachV-motif deﬁned by r, r ¢ and c has a probability which depends exclusively on c. As a
consequence, the probability distribution of the number ofV-motifs shared by any two nodes r and r ¢ is the
same one, i.e. a Poisson–Binomial whose single Bernoulli trial is deﬁned by a probability reading
p V
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AppendixD. Comparing different projection algorithms
Available procedures suffer from a number of limitations that ourmethod aims at overcoming. Inwhat follows
we compare the performance of some of them in projecting theWTWon the countries layer, for the year 2000,
in greater detail, see ﬁgureD1 for the results of the comparison.
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Themethod proposed in [12] outputs an empty network for all years of our dataset: we suspect the reason to
lie in the very large number of hypotheses tested at a time, leading to a too-severe correction. A similar result is
obtainedwhen applying the recipe proposed in [7]: only a tenth of links (among the group of advanced
economies) are validated.
Although similar-in-spirit to ours, themethod proposed in [13] prescribes to implement the Bonferroni
correction aswell. All links validated by applying this kind of correction are always a subset of the links validated
when controlling for the FDR: this is the reason underlying the less informative community structure obtained
when this algorithm is run on theWTW.
The third comparisonwe have explicitly carried out is the onewith the forest-inducingmethod proposed in
[9]. Links validated by such amethod are characterized by the largest overlap ( 82% )with the ones validated by
our procedure. Thismay be due to the selection of those events which have the higher chance to be signiﬁcant
(i.e. the largest number of shared co-occurrences): anyway, no statistical control is explicitly provided (e.g. the
forest-like topology is not per se guaranteed to encode themost signiﬁcant events).
As a ﬁnal remark, we explicitly notice that the problemof spurious clustering does not affect ourmethod, by
deﬁnition. In fact, the presence of a node simultaneously connected to several nodes on the opposite layer does
not imply the latter to be connected in the projection: this is the case if, and only if, the similarity between the
involved nodes passes the test of statistical signiﬁcance. An extreme example is provided by a network having a
node c (on one layer)which is connected to every other node (on the opposite layer), projected by employing the
BiCM: since the fully-connected node is, actually, a ‘deterministic’ node (its links are described by probability
coefﬁcients which are 1), anyV-motif having it as a vertex (e.g.Vrr
c
¢) is deterministic as well. Thus,
P V 0 0rr = =¢( ) (oneV-motif is surely present) and the distribution describing the overlap between r and r ¢ is
shifted, as awhole, by one. In other words, the set of events which determine the presence of a link between r and
r ¢ does not include the deterministicV-motif (evenmore so, deterministic nodes can be discarded from the
validation process carried out by the BiCM from the very beginning).
FigureD1.Comparison between different projectionmethods, tested on theWTW in the year 2000. Themethod proposed in [12]
(top panel) outputs an empty projection: thismay be due to the large number of hypotheses tested at a time, accounted for the
Bonferroni correction. On the other hand, the links validated by themethod proposed in [13] (middle panel) constitute a subset of
ours (as apparent by the partial overlap of the detected communities): in fact, applying the Bonferroni correctionmeans selecting part
of the links validated by FDR-controlling procedures. Last, links validated by the forest-inducingmethod proposed in [9] (bottom
panel) are characterized by the largest overlapwith the ones validated by our procedure ( 82% —this large overlapmay be due to the
selection of those events having a high chance to be signiﬁcant, even if an explicit control ismissing).
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